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UWE ZiEglER and HoRSt CARl (eds.), ‘In unserer Liebe nicht glück-
lich’: Kultureller Austausch zwischen Großbritannien und Deutschland
1770–1840, Veröffentlichungen des instituts für Europäische ge -
schichte Mainz, Beiheft 102 (göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
2014), 180 pp. iSBN 978 3 525 10105 6. €44.99 (hardback). iSBN 978 3
647 10105 7. €37.99 (eBook)

Focusing on cultural exchange between Britain and germany from
1770 to 1840, this volume represents the published outcome of a con-
ference of early-career researchers at the institute for European
History in Mainz in 2009. An introduction by the editors sets the ana-
lytical pace. it refers to the historical backdrop, differing starting
points in Britain and germany, and general patterns of Anglo-ger -
man intercourse. it also exercises analytical concepts of intercultural
exchange and doffs a cap at important historiographical predeces-
sors, in particular, the volume edited by Rudolf Muhs, Johannes
Paulmann, and Willibald Steinmetz (1998).1 the editors argue the
case for extending the focus of this study backwards in time to this
earlier period and outwards in subject to areas not traditionally iden-
tified as cultural. they also emphasize the plurality of the subject and
the need to distinguish between reception and impact. 

Jennifer Willenberg takes up the analytical baton with an article
explaining how foreignness was constructed and perceived in Anglo-
german discourse. Cultural goods are identified as belonging to
one’s own culture or as foreign by means of stereotypes, models, and
fashions. in such ways, information is selected for adoption or rejec-
tion, and the self is defined simultaneously with the foreign. Willen -
berg then sets out to illustrate her argument by pointing to the form-
ative influence of French ideas about Britain on eighteenth-century
germany, in particular, the work of Voltaire and Montesquieu. in so
doing, she introduces a recurring theme of the volume: the European
dimension of the subject. She also proceeds to explore how patterns
of thought about Britain developed through and beyond the revolu-
tionary period and in reaction to changing power-political relations. 

1 Rudolf Muhs, Johannes Paulmann, and Willibald Steinmetz (eds.), Aneig -
nung und Abwehr: Interkultureller Transfer zwischen Deutschland und Groß -
britannien im 19. Jahrhundert, Arbeitskreis Deutsche England-Forschung, 32
(Bodenheim, 1998).
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the significance of göttingen as a sort of cultural camera obscura
transposing British themes onto a german screen is taken up by
Sünne Juterczenka. the lens is widened from Europe to empire, as
Juterczenka analyses how göttingen academics received and pre-
sented information about British exploration of the Pacific. Published
discussions of Captain James Cook’s exploits, it is argued, testify to
the increasing focus on Britain as opposed to France or Portugal, but
also to an emerging sense of self-worth on the part of göttingen’s
academics. their absorption of notions of British empiricism at first
encouraged a sense of themselves as Stubengelehrte. this, in turn,
formed a foundation for arguments regarding german analytical
strengths and the necessity of subjecting empirical if not superficial
British findings to german science. Both Willenberg and Juterczenka
demonstrate the European context and the more problematic phase
post-1789. 

Evelyn gottschlich turns to the reception of the Earl of Chester -
field’s letters in germany and, in particular, to the way in which his
arguments about politeness were received. in a consideration which
rests upon comparison of moral philosophical traditions in Britain
and germany, gottschlich reveals how politeness constituted a par-
ticularly British phenomenon rooted in the specific social context of
public life. this made it difficult for german philosophers to under-
stand or recognize Chesterfield, who they rejected as having no
moral principles and simply advocating good deeds for self-serving
ends. Chesterfield’s treatment is contrasted with that of Shaftesbury,
whose ‘moral sense’ movement was understood and became popular
in germany. Politeness, therefore, was not treated as a major theme
by german writers. As the eighteenth century ended, german moral
philosophy was presented as strengthening its interest in moral sense
theories, while British counterparts became more evangelical, leaving
Chesterfield’s politeness a thing of the past. 

Michael Bies likewise considers the limitations of german Anglo -
philia. on the one hand, his introduction of Charles gore both recalls
contemporary British fascination with Weimar and focuses attention
on a man whose presence in the town brought about personal en -
counters with leading figures in german cultural life, including
goethe. on the other hand, Bies deftly explores how goethe drew
upon gore as the basis for his English lord in Die Wahlverwandt -
schaften, but also how goethe’s depiction, while grounded in reality,
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can be seen as a rejection of English traits. For example, the camera
obscura makes a reappearance, this time as the English lord’s—and
gore’s—preferred method of producing artwork. goethe, however,
presents this utilization of intentionally empirical methods as leading
to imitative and pedantic results. Art, by implication, is about some-
thing unseen, more spiritual. in this case study, Bies masterfully illus-
trates the strengthening aspirations of german culture, its increasing
emphasis on artistic idealism, and the simultaneous rejection of
British cultural approaches. His account is a useful extension of Juter -
czenka’s account of growing academic confidence.

Uwe Ziegler, recalling initial points made regarding the definition
of culture, considers discussion of the British constitution in Prussia
from 1790 to 1823. His account traces pre-revolutionary interest and
how this was transformed after 1789. Prior to the revolution, anti-
absolutist interest predominated, despite conservative concerns in
the wake of American independence. After the revolution, a Burkean
interest in constitutional liberalization in order to avoid revolution
developed in Prussia. Ziegler also explains how enlightened interest
in the British constitution was spread across a network of reformers
from the 1760s on, not just in göttingen but also in Königsberg,
Berlin, and elsewhere. thus by the turn of the century a visit to
Britain had become an established part of the education of the aspir-
ing and reflective civil servant. Despite the small number of those
concerned, Ziegler argues that the impact of British influence was
enhanced, given the positions of the individuals and the political sit-
uation. once direct contact with Britain became difficult after 1803,
the information and arguments regarding Britain would continue to
have influence. However, this provides a useful distillation of the
phenomenon that discourse regarding foreign themes and subjects
can exist in a vacuum and for domestic purposes. Drawing on previ-
ous essays, Ziegler again underlines how Montesquieu’s arguments
regarding the germanic characteristics of the British constitutional
system were utilized by reformers for their own ends. 

later, however, the reformist discourse foundered on resistance
constituted by an alliance between Hardenberg’s administrative
precedence, the provincialism of the Estates, and the conservatism of
the aristocracy. Ziegler’s constitutional exploration demonstrates
clearly the tensions, evolution, and limitations of Prussian discussion
of Britain. out of this discussion a home-grown constitutional posi-
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tion emerged, emphasizing representation rather than democracy,
and culminating in, for example, Hegel’s critique of the Reform Bill.
the theme of continuity between Hegel’s position and that of the
late-Enlightenment political publicists is explored in greater depth by
iwan-Michelangelo D’Aprile. D’Aprile’s focus on Friedrich Buchholz
expands the critical position of conservatives to social and economic
questions. 

oliver Werner explores the way in which preconceptions about
foreign states led to a particular focus and the selection of informa-
tion, and the ramifications of this in political decision-making. in this
case, however, the object of study is Henry Addington. Addington’s
experience during the Napoleonic Wars as British envoy to Prussia,
it is argued, shaped his approach to german politics when appoint-
ed as Britain’s representative to the Confederation in Frankfurt in
1828–9. Werner shows how this led to a particular position on intra-
german politics. He also adds a fresh area of investigation by con-
sidering the measures taken by European states during this period to
ensure the appointment of diplomats with an understanding of the
culture of their host states. governments, it is implied, were them-
selves becoming aware of the importance of freeing themselves from
their own preconceptions for the sake of better information-gather-
ing. 

in the volume’s final contribution, Niall Busse studies the remark-
able network of chemists built up by Justus von liebig, now seen as
a classic example. Busse focuses his attention on the carriers, ration-
ale, locations, media, and objects of transfer at work. the essay
becomes a contemplation of the concept of culture. there are differ-
ing academic cultures. liebig was intent on spreading his own
approach via his pupils in Britain. Scientific literature is considered
as a cultural medium. liebig’s enthusiasm for empiricism fuelled his
support for the translation of John Stuart Mill’s System of Logic. Busse
also highlights how chemistry provided a dense network of contacts
facilitating cultural transfer in more mundane senses. the deficien-
cies of chemistry in Britain required the transfer there of german glass
implements and raw materials. liebig wrote on English-style note -
paper, constructed an English garden, and introduced tea at 5 o’clock
in giessen.

this volume is not without weaknesses. More explicit cross-refer-
encing reinforcing the contributions and an analytical conclusion



drawing the whole together would have been helpful. the relevance
of some of the contributions to the whole is not made obvious enough.
the perennial problem of England versus Britain is left un addressed
and at times becomes excruciating. there are similar concerns when
discussing Prussia versus germany. the question of representative-
ness is never far from the reader’s mind: how far can a small group
of academics at göttingen or reformers in Berlin constitute a german
reception at all? indeed, are terms such as Britain and germany suit-
able when considering intercultural transfer in this period? there is
an imbalance, with most of the contributions focusing on german
reception and leading one to question the title’s reference to Aus -
tausch. Despite fleeting mention, there is little consideration of eco-
nomic themes. Nevertheless, together and separately, the contribu-
tions in this volume constitute important and welcome additions to
research on cultural transfer and Anglo-german relations, both
chronologically and thematically.

JoHN R. DAViS is Professor of History and international Relations
at Kingston University london. His publications include Britain and
the German Zollverein, 1848–66 (1997); The Great Exhibition (1999); The
Victorians and Germany (2007); as co-editor, Migration and Transfer
from Germany to Britain, c.1660–1914 (2007); The Promotion of Industry:
An Anglo-German Dialogue (2009); and German Migration to the British
Empire, c.1660–1914 (2012). He is currently working on a monograph
provisionally entitled The Zollverein: Trade, Nationalism and the State in
Nineteenth-Century Germany.
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